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1. Abstract 
 

This report describes the incorporation of windthrow prediction into the Table 
Interpolation Program for Stand Yield (TIPSY) (Mitchell et al. 2000) and the Tree 
and Stand Simulator (TASS) (Mitchell 1969; 1975) after variable retention 
harvesting.  The results of this project will improve our ability to predict the 
combined impact of losses due to windthrow after variable retention harvesting. This 
project is the first in the Pacific Northwest that combined the variable retention 
spatially explicit capabilities of TASS and TIPSY with empirical windthrow data 
from BC, as well as with the mechanistic ForestGALES windthrow risk model from 
the United Kingdom. 

2. Introduction 
 

TASS is a spatially explicit individual tree model that provides key growth and yield 
estimates for the forests of British Columbia, and provides the database for TIPSY 
that is used in every timber supply review in the province.  TIPSY was expanded in 
2003/04 to include factors that reduce regenerated yields for variable retention (VR) 
harvesting systems (Di Lucca et al. 2004).  The VR data recently added to TIPSY was 
created by thousands of simulations generated by TASS.  These programs, however, 
didn't account for the impacts of windthrow which often results from this harvesting 
system.  Early results from silvicultural systems experiments show that windthrow in 
dispersed retention blocks is from 20% (D’Anjou 2002; Scott 2004) to 50% (de 
Montigny 2004) of the retained trees. Windthrow in aggregated group retention is 
lower due to mutual protection but still approaches 10% of the residual trees (de 
Montigny 2004; STEMS 2003).  Windthrow will affect both growth and yield 
projections for overstory and success and growth of understory regeneration. We 
want to capture both effects in our simulations of VR in TASS and in TIPSY. 
 
Dr. Steve Mitchell of UBC and his students used data from aerial photo mappings of 
edges and stand-level GIS to fit empirical windthrow risk models for 5 coastal and 3 
interior operations.  They tested model portability and have been successful in fitting 
generic coastal and provincial models with good fit to independent data. The 
incorporation of these empirical risk models into TIPSY & BatchTIPSY for Douglas-
fir, western hemlock, lodgepole pine and white spruce was completed as planned in 
the 2005-2006 year term project.  
 
A group of Canadian researchers including Drs. Steve Mitchell and Michael Novak of 
UBC and Dr. Jean-Claude Ruel of Laval University have been working with Dr. 
Barry Gardiner of the UK Forestry Commission for the past four years to add 
Canadian species to the Forestry Commission's ForestGALES mechanistic windthrow 
risk model (Gardiner et al. 2000; Ruel et al. 2000).  Unlike the empirical models, 
mechanistic models enable the users to test new cutblock design scenarios. 
ForestGALES has been developed using over 30 years of experiments and is 
validated for UK forests.  It calculates the critical wind speed needed to overturn or 
break trees within or on the edge of uniform-canopied stands, with or without 
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thinning, and the probability of this wind speed occurring at a specific location.  The 
model is presently configured to run with data from British yield tables. This project 
configured ForestGALES to run using tree-list input from TASS as planned for the 
2006-2008 year term project.  

The project adds incrementally to ongoing development of the TASS and 
ForestGALES models by improving the quality of BC tree and stand growth and yield 
prediction and by adding a quantitative windthrow risk prediction module to TIPSY.   

 
3. Objective 
 

The objective of this report is to present the development and results of the:   

1. Incorporation of empirical windthrow models into TIPSY & BatchTIPSY for 
Douglas-fir, western hemlock, lodgepole pine and white spruce after variable 
retention harvesting. 

2. Linking of the spatially explicit growth and yield model TASS with the 
mechanistic wind risk assessment capabilities of ForestGALES to assess the 
windthrow yield losses after variable retention harvesting.  

 

4. Methods 
 

4.1. Incorporation of empirical windthrow models into TIPSY & BatchTIPSY 

 
The probability of windthrow loss in partial cuts is known to reflect stand, 
neighbourhood and tree-level attributes, and is strongly influenced by the effect of 
harvest design on wind exposure within the stand, also known as ‘fetch’ (Scott and 
Mitchell 2005). 
 
Mitchell et. al. (2001) and Lanquaye and Mitchell (2005) developed empirical 
windthrow risk models for 5 coastal and 3 interior B.C. locations.  The coastal local 
models were for Weyerhaeuser’s West Island (Port Alberni; WIT), North Island 
(Sayward/Tsitika/Eve River; NIT), and Queen Charlotte Island (QCI) operating areas.  
The interior local models were for Canfor’s McGregor TFL (McGregor), Tembec’s 
Golden TFL (Tembec), and a portion of Slocan’s Slocan Valley Forest License 
(Lemon).  These risk models use logistic regression equations to predict the 
probability of windthrow occurring within 25m by 25m edge segments around a stand 
cutblock boundary.  The windthrow probability is modified based on the number and 
pattern of trees retained and sample data collected from: 
 
• GIS stand/forest cover information (i.e. stand height, ecosystem, soils, time since 

harvest, management history, etc.)  
• Mean annual wind speed obtained from B.C. Hydro data at 1 km grid resolution  
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• Topographic variables including exposure indices derived from Digital Elevation 
Models (DEM) 

 
The portability of these local risk models to other locations was tested and produced 
good windthrow risk predictions after calibration.  Generic coastal, interior, and 
provincial models with good fits to independent data were also generated (Lanquaye 
and Mitchell 2005).  To integrate the model predictions into TIPSY it is necessary to 
convert the predicted windthrow probability loss into an adjustment factor to estimate 
the modified the volume, basal area, or crown cover loss after VR harvesting.  
 

4.1.1. Windthrow probably predictions  
 
We used logistic regressions that predict the probability of ‘detectable’ windthrow in 
25m wide by 25m deep clearcut edge boundary segments. The windthrow status 
within these segments was classified as damaged (i.e. 1) or undamaged (i.e. 0). We 
have taken this approach to modelling because windthrow is a relatively rare event 
and response variables such as volume of timber or basal area lost are non-normally 
distributed. 
  
The form of the logistic regression model is: 
 
(1) LOGIT = b0 + (CBRGP * b1) + (MWSPEED * b2) + (DIREX * b3) + (TPX * b4) + 

(ELEV * b5) +  (TIMEHARV * b6) + (HT * b7) 
 
and the predicted windthrow probability model (WTPROB) is: 
 
(2) WTPROB =    exp (LOGIT) / exp (1 + LOGIT) 

  
The description of the independent variables for the LOGIT model (1) are included in 
Table 3, the mean and range default values for each location are included in Appendix 
1, and the model coefficients (i.e. b0 to b7) are included in Appendix 2. 

 

Table 3.  Description of the independent variables for stand-level models 

 

Variable Name Description Units 

LOGIT Logistic 
regression 

Logistic regression model   

WTPROB Predicted 
Windthrow  

Predicted probability of windthrow (i.e. 
ranged from 1 if the tree was windthrown 
and 0 otherwise. 

 

CBRGP Bearing; Cosine 
of Bearing 

Bearing at right angles to boundary inward 
towards block (º); the cosine of BRG 

° 

MWSPEED Mean annual Mean annual wind speed from BC Hydro km/hr
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wind speed data 
DIREX Directional 

exposure 
Number of segment exposed directions out 
of 8 cardinal directions 

# 

TPX Topex 2000 Topographic exposure to distance: sum of 
maximum angle to ground within 2 km for 
each of eight cardinal directions  

° 

ELEV Elevation Ground elevation from 100 m DEM (º) m 
TIMEHARV Time since 

harvest 
Years since harvest of adjacent opening years 

HT Stand height Stand height from forest cover layer m 
CL Crown cover 

loss 
Mean proportion of crown cover loss 
within the segments at a given location 

% 

AL Area loss Mean proportion of area loss within the 
segments at a given location 

% 

 
 

4.1.2. Crown cover loss calculation 
 
To predict crown loss adjacent to retention groups, several adjustments are necessary 
(Figure 1).   The average crown loss (CL), within the windthrown portion of the edge 
segment, was determined for all damaged edge segments for each model by location 
(Appendix 3). The crown loss is estimated from aerial photo stereo-pairs at the time 
of windthrow detection/mapping. A crown loss of 0.5 or 50% means that 50% of the 
pre-damaged crown cover has been lost to windthrow.   
 

 
Figure 1. Illustration of edge segments, segment area loss and segment crown loss 

25m wide *25m deep edge segments

windthrow polygon with 50% crown cover loss 

AL is the proportion of each edge segment that falls within a windthrow polygon
CL is the proportion of original crown cover damaged within the windthrown  
      portion of an edge segment 
CLAL is the proportion of crown loss within an edge segment 

AL=0.1 
CL=0.5 
CLAL=0.05 

AL=0.6 
CL=0.5 
CLAL=0.3

AL=0.2 
CL=0.5 
CLAL=0.1
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Similarly, the average area lost to windthrow (AL) was determined for all damaged 
edge segments for each model by location (Appendix 3).  In the example on Figure 1 
AL ranged from 0.1 to 0.6 or 10 to 60%.  Within a given edge segment, the area lost 
is the proportion of the segment area that falls within a windthrow polygon. The 
product of CL*AL (CLAL) is therefore the average percent crown cover loss in 
segments classified as damaged in the model fitting datasets. The stand-level models 
predict the probability of an edge segment having ‘detectable’ damage.  Finally, to 
convert this probability to an estimate of crown cover loss (CCWT) for a collection of 
edge segments, it is necessary to multiply the predicted probability (WTPROB) by 
CLAL.  Based on the data colleted at West Island Timberlands (WIT) we found that 
edge segments in groups retained within clearcuts had a 10% increased probability of 
damage, all other factors being the same as for edge segments along cutblock 
boundaries.  Accordingly, we added 0.1 to the predicted windthrow probability for 
each model. 
 
This calculation is as follows: 
 
(3) CCWT = (WTPROB + 0.1) * CLAL 
 

4.1.3. Windthrow in TIPSY  

Following variable retention (VR) harvesting in TIPSY, the variable retention 
adjustment factor (VRAF) is affected by the following three components:  

1) Withdrawal of retained aggregated groups or individually dispersed trees from 
future timber production,  

2) Competitive influence (i.e. shading, etc.) of the retained trees on the adjacent 
regenerating portions of the cutblock, and 

 3) Loss of the retained trees due to windthrow.  This component is optional and 
vary depending on the type of tree retention (i.e. aggregated or dispersed). The 
goal is to reduce the size of retention to account for windthrow losses around their 
edges.  The estimate of crown loss to windthrow in the previous step must 
therefore be converted to an edge perimeter depth to deduct from the side 
dimensions of the retained group.  Since the original data was collected within 
25m deep edge segments, the predicted crown cover loss should only be applied 
to the first 25m into the group. At this point, no losses are expected beyond this 
distance.  

After entering the VR and windthrow input values for a selected species and location, 
TIPSY calculates the VR adjustment factor according to the percentage of crown 
cover retained (CC%), the group size (i.e. aggregated retention) or average crown size 
(i.e. dispersed retention), and the edge length retained per hectare (Di Lucca et al. 
2004 and 2006).  
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4.1.4. Selecting the right model 
 
The user interacts with Windthrow via TIPSY interface to select one or more models 
to use, specify group size, percent retention for the scenario, and type of retention (i.e. 
aggregated or dispersed).  The user can select the default input values for the 
variables required by the selected model or use different input values if desired.  With 
empirical models it is important not to specify values for variables outside of the 
range of the model fitting dataset. Accordingly, TIPSY included the minimum and 
maximum values for each variable next to the data entry box (Appendix 1). 
 
For aggregated retention scenarios, the user can select one of the 6 local models, or 
one of the 3 pooled provincial models. We suggest that they run several of the models 
and compare the results. This is an ensemble approach. If several different models 
give similar results, then this increases the confidence in the prediction. 
 
For dispersed retention, the user must enter the average crown area available to 
determine the edge length for the dispersed retention treatments as a function of the 
crown cover retained.   A future TIPSY release will have a way to calculate the 
number of trees on the residual stand as a function of their crown area, percent of 
retention, edge length and height.  
 

4.2. Linking TASS and ForestGALES_BC 

 

4.2.1. TASS  

TASS spatial capabilities allow the generation of individual tree lists of a variety of 
variable retention harvesting regimes.   In order to incorporate windthrow into TASS, 
the stem characteristics (i.e. diameter and height), crown and mechanical wood 
properties of individual trees are used to calculate their stability based on the imposed 
above-canopy wind speed and harvesting scenario as described below.  This project 
included specialized TASS simulations to determine the relationship between 
windthrow losses and modified edge length, particularly for aggregated retention 
where trees are lost primarily along the perimeter of the group.   
 

4.2.2. ForestGALES_BC 
 
ForestGALES has been validated for single-species plantations of mostly Sitka spruce 
(Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carriere) in the UK.  To enable validation for BC species, 
winching and wind tunnel experiments were conducted on western redcedar (Thuja 
plicata (Donn ex D. Don) Spach), western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla (Raf.) Sarg.), 
and lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta Doug. ex Loud.), and hybrid spruce (Picea 
engelmannii Parry X Picea glauca (Moench) Voss) (Byrne 2005).  The winching 
experiments were used to determine linear regression functions to estimate the critical 
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resistive turning moments of BC species.  The wind tunnel experiments were used to 
calculate species-specific drag coefficients.  These resistance and loading functions 
are the central part of critical wind speed estimation in ForestGALES_BC.   
 
As mentioned, ForestGALES_BC has been validated for very uniform plantations, 
which do not accurately represent the variability of even or uneven aged mixed 
species stands in BC.  ForestGALES_BC is also non-spatial meaning that when one 
tree fails the whole stand fails.  Therefore, validation of ForestGALES_BC requires 
that the model capture vertical and horizontal spatial variability.  Additionally, many 
simplifying assumptions are made in ForestGALES_BC regarding stem and crown 
attributes.  The UK site windiness scores (DAMS) (Suarez et al. 1999) also do not 
reflect the variability of wind speed and direction in BC due to its complex 
topography.  Therefore, substantial changes have been made or are underway to 
develop ForestGALES_BC, a mechanistic model based on the original ForestGALES 
that will undergo validation for BC species in the final year of this project (FSP 
Y072169).  ForestGALES_BC has been converted from Pascal to Python and 
adjusted to reflect BC tree and stand conditions.   
 
Drag force and critical resistive turning moment equations have been adjusted in 
ForestGALES_BC to represent BC species.  The wind loading functions in 
ForestGALES_BC have also been adjusted to reflect vertical stand heterogeneity.  In 
other words, wind loads on individual trees depending on their position in the wind 
profile are now reflected in the model.  The wind profile is based on the mean stand 
characteristics calculated in WINDFIRM, which is described in more detail in the 
next sections. Additionally, VRFetch (Scott and Mitchell 2005) has been incorporated 
into ForestGALES_BC to reflect the horizontal stand heterogeneity and adjust wind 
loads on individual trees depending on their position at the pixel level.  This is also 
described in more detail in the next sections.  Another functional shift in 
ForestGALES_BC is that tree-specific critical wind speeds are no longer calculated.  
Rather an input above-canopy wind speed and direction is imposed on the stand with 
the final output being a list of trees that are flagged for failure.  This list of flagged 
trees is then passed back to TASS via WINDFIRM for further growth and stand 
development. 
 

4.2.3. WINDFIRM 
 

WINDFIRM was originally developed by the Department of Forest Sciences, Faculty 
of Forestry, UBC as an Arc View extension in Avenue scripts and has now been 
converted to Python.  WINDFIRM was initially developed to run stand-level 
empirical models and enable the spatial representation of cutblock edge windthrow 
risk.  To represent horizontal spatial variability, WINDFIRM characterizes within-
opening wind exposure due to fetch and boundary orientation and spatially represents 
cutblock edge conditions by assembling data from layers such as forest cover 
attributes, above-canopy wind speed, and topographic exposure for cutblock edge 
segments.  It then passes these data to logistic regression models for calculation of 
stand-level windthrow probability. We have successfully used WINDFIRM to run 
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stand-level empirical windthrow models (Lanquaye and Mitchell 2005, Scott and 
Mitchell 2005) and display relative windthrow risk for cutblock edge segments.   
 
WINDFIRM has been linked to ForestGALES_BC to provide necessary input 
parameters such as gap width, tree and stand attributes and wind exposure.  
WINDFIRM assembles tree lists produced by TASS, calculates mean stand attributes 
to condition the wind profile, which are then passed to ForestGALES_BC along with 
the individual stem and crown attributes for processing.  Wind speed and direction 
will eventually be provided by numeric wind models (Modzelewski and Bakhshaii 
2006) and assembled by WINDFIRM for input to ForestGALES_BC.  However, this 
is currently a manual input.  Based on the input wind speed and direction 
ForestGALES_BC flags the trees that will fail and WINDFIRM then passes the 
flagged trees back to TASS to continue the simulation.  
 

4.2.4.  Programming of WINDFIRM  

 
WINDFIRM is written in the open-source, object-oriented programming language 
Python (http://www.python.org/). The language allows rapid program development, 
and most tools for creating and running the programs are free. The Python 
environment is supported on many operating systems (e.g. Windows, Linux, Mac OS 
X), and all modules in WINDFIRM are tested on Linux and Windows.  One problem 
with using Python for numerically intensive models is that the execution speeds are 
rather slow compared to classically compiled languages such as C++ or Pascal. 
However there are several ways to increase the execution speed of a Python program 
such as Psyco (http://psyco.sourceforge.net) and promising projects such as PyPy 
(http://codespeak.net/pypy/dist/pypy/doc/news.html) and Shed Skin 
(http://mark.dufour.googlepages.com). The numerically intensive calculations have 
been separated into modules that lend themselves to increases in speed with tools 
such as Boost (HTTP://www.boost.org) and Pyrex 
(http://www.cosc.canterbury.ac.nz/greg.ewing/python/Pyrex). 
 

4.2.5.  Structure of WINDFIRM 
 

There are presently two versions of WINDFIRM, a research version and a reduced 
version that is converted to a Windows executable that is called by TASS.  The 
research version incorporates ForestGALES_BC as well as data manipulation and 
visualization tools.  ESRI shape files, denoting the proposed cutblocks, are edited 
with the open-source map viewer OpenEV (http://openev.sourceforge.net).  These are 
converted to text files for further manipulation and analysis. All data and 
configuration files used in the model are stored in text format.  Most output reporting 
files and raster maps are also in text format.  OpenEV can also be used for viewing 
the output raster maps of stand damage and VRFetch (Scott and Mitchell 2005). 
Binary JPEG files are produced for viewing maps and figures.  The research version 
also contains the empirical method of assessing windthrow risk on a vector cutblock. 
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4.2.6. Integration of TASS and ForestGALES_BC through WINDFIRM 

 
The primary function of WINDFIRM is to manage an array of spatial data that is to 
be passed between growth models such as TASS and mechanistic and empirical 
windthrow models such as ForestGALES_BC.  It also calculates some of the 
parameters, required by ForestGALES_BC from cutblock layouts and tree list data 
supplied by TASS.  WINDFIRM processes and assembles these data for grid points, 
corresponding to the centroids of 25m*25m grid cells (‘pixels’), at regular intervals 
across an area (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2.  Simplified example of how WINDFIRM represents harvested areas and 
patch retentions at a 25m*25m pixel level along with wind, tree and stand attributes. 

HarvestedHarvested

Patch Patch 
RetentionRetention Wind Wind 

DirectionDirection

HarvestedHarvested

Patch Patch 
RetentionRetention Wind Wind 

DirectionDirection

 
For example, mean pixel-level stand attributes are calculated from the TASS-derived 
tree list, TOPEX is calculated using a digital elevation model (DEM), and fetch 
variables are calculated using the cutblock layer.  These variables are then passed to 
ForestGALES_BC along with the tree list as input parameters.  A reduced tree list is 
returned to WINDFIRM from ForestGALES_BC, reflecting windthrow of susceptible 
trees. WINDFIRM then re-calculates stand attributes and fetch from the reduced tree 
lists and passes them back to ForestGALES_BC. This allows the re-calculation of the 
wind profiles, gust factors and fetch indices to model the effects of stem losses on 
wind loading on the remaining trees. This iterative loop stops when there are no more 
stem losses and data that reflects the final stand condition is passed back to 
WINDFIRM.  Figure 3 shows a conceptual representation of the integration of these 
layers including TASS tree lists.   
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ForestGALES_BC

Final Spatial 
Tree List

Figure 3. Flowchart showing linkages and data flow between spatial layers, 
WINDFIRM and ForestGALES_BC. 
 
The iterative loop occurs between WINDFIRM and ForestGALES_BC and is 
designed to represent the propagation of windthrow.  This is due to the fact that initial 
tree failure causes a change in the wind environment for neighbouring trees.  Figure 4 
shows how VRFetch and stand damage can change due to sudden changes in stand 
and wind conditions due to windthrow.  These iterations reflect propagation in stand 
damage and VRFetch assuming a sustained wind in the same storm. 
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Figure 4. Propagation of stand damage and VRFetch in WINDFIRM after three 
iterations through ForestGALES_BC 

1st Iteration 2nd Iteration 3rd Iteration

0

100

0

100

VRFetch
(% of max.)

Stand 
Damage (%)

1st Iteration 2nd Iteration 3rd Iteration

0

100

0

100

0

100

0

100

VRFetch
(% of max.)

Stand 
Damage (%)

 
In the second version, post-windthrow tree lists are passed back to TASS for growth 
and yield modelling and display.  Since TASS already has the tree attribute data, 
WINDFIRM passes an ASCII text file back to TASS with the only field being the tree 
identification numbers of failed trees. Both versions of WINDFIRM run as a console 
programs that accept various command line parameters.  The research version may 
also be run in graphic user interface (GUI) mode by specifying a command line 
parameter.  Figure 5 is a representation of the final stand conditions for five pixels 
after being processed iteratively through ForestGALES_BC and WINDFIRM. 
 

Figure 5. Representation individual tree damage in five stand pixels. 

Final Stand Final Stand 
ConditionsConditions
Final Stand Final Stand 
ConditionsConditions
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4. Results and Applications  
 

4.3. TIPSY Windthrow Application 
To assess the tree loss due to windthrow TIPSY requires to describe the retained trees 
at the time of VR harvest according to the following inputs: 1) percentage of total 
residual crown cover across the opening, 2) average group size or average crown size 
for individuals, 3) initial edge length (perimeter) of groups or individuals, and 4) 
residual top height at the time of harvest.  Retained crown cover is derived from 
ground surveys or post-harvest aerial photos for group retention.  TIPSY can also 
predict edge length and crown cover from retained basal area, a common measure of 
dispersed retention (Di Lucca et al. 2004). 
 
To estimate the effects of windthrow on the regenerated portion of the cutblock 
TIPSY accepts input values for the variables listed in Table 3.  The user first selects a 
model for the desired location and the program will incorporate the estimated default 
values accordingly.  Alternatively, the user can partially modify these values for 
sensitivity analysis or can specify an expected windthrow loss to reflect a different 
stand condition.   

 
The following is a TISPY application example were we want to harvest 60% of an 
existing 70-year old stand of coastal Douglas-fir (site index 30) located in the North 
Island Timberland (Sayward/Tsitika/Eve River; NIT).  The cutblock prescription 
included the retention of the remaining 40% of the stand after harvest to meet variable 
retention objectives.  The retained area is divided into aggregated groups with an 
average size of 500 m2 and with a top height of 30 meters at the time of harvest.  If  
there is an expectation that the retained area will be reduced due to windthrow 
damage, TIPSY will calculate the windthrow probability for NIT using the 
corresponding mean observed values (Appendix 1), the coefficients (Appendix 2), the 
estimated CL of 0.36, AL of 0.78 and a CLAL value of 0.2808 as shown in Table 4.  
The crown cover percentage, group size, edge per hectare and the variable retention 
adjustment factor (VRAF) with and without windthrow option are also included in 
Table 4. 
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Table 4.  TIPSY VR and windthrow inputs and calculations example 
 

 
TIPSY (internal 

calculation)  
 

 

RETHT 
 
 

LOGIT 
(1)

 

WTPROB 
(2)

 

CLAL 
 
 

CCWT 
(3/6) 

 

CC 
 
 

 
GROUP 

SIZE 
 Edge/ha VRAF 

 (m)     % (m2) (m/ha) Age 100 

VR  30.00 - - - - 40.00 500.00 1047.61 0.33 

VR & 
WT 
(NIT) 
 

30.00 
 
 
 

 
-2. 3244 

 
 
 

 
0.0891 

 
 
 

 
0.2808 

 
 
 

 
0.0535 

 
 
 

 
37.84  

(4) 

 
 

 
475.00 

(5) 

 
 

 
1023.2 

 
 
 

 
0.35 

 
 
 

 
(1) LOGIT = b0 + (CBRGP * b1) + (MWSPEED *  b2) + (DIREX *  b3) + (TPX  *  

b4) + (ELEV *  b5) +  (TIMEHARV * b6) + (HT *  b7) (See Appendix 1 for 
mean values for the model variables, and Appendix 2 for b1 to b7 coefficient 
values for NIT location) 

(2) WTPROB =  (exp (LOGIT) /exp (1 + LOGIT))  
(3) CCWT = (WTPROB + 0.1) * CLAL 
(4) NCC % = CC % - (CC% * CCWT) 
(5) NGROUPSIZE = GROUPSIZE - (GROUPSIZE * CCWT) 
 
If the retained group is greater than the sampled segments (i.e. 25 * 25 m = 625 m2) 
then a proportional group size ratio adjustment is done as follows:  
 
SIDEDIFF = SQRT (GROUPSIZE) – 25   

if SIDEDIFF is lower or equal than 0 then SIDEDIFF = 0 
otherwise 
NGROUPSIZE = SIDEDIFF ** 2 
SIZEADJ = (GROUPSIZE – NGROUPSIZE) / GROUPSIZE 

(6) CCWT = WTPROB  * CLAL * SIZEADJ  
 
Figure 6a shows the TIPSY dialog window to input the values for the above example.  
Figure 6b shows the stand description information and the model outputs for the edge 
length per hectare, and the corresponding adjustment factor at age 100 with no 
windthrow.  Figure 6c shows the same information as Figure 6b but with the addition 
of the windthrow adjustment. We assumed that the windthrow damage occurs before 
the harvested portion of the cutblock is replanted.  
 
Figure 6d depicts the merchantable volume curves generated by TIPSY comparing a 
VR without and with windthrow.  TIPSY predicted that windthrow loss would 
increase the planting area by 2%, which would increase the regenerated yields at age 
100 by 7% (or 25 m3/ha).  Similar yield tables are often used in timber supply 
analysis and silvicultural planning.  
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The application of VRAF does not eliminate the need for operational adjustment 
factors such as OAF1 to reflect small stocking gaps (e.g. wet areas, rock outcrops, 
etc.) included in retention groups, or OAF2 to reflect an expected increase in forest 
health losses due to VR (e.g. root rot or mistletoe).   However, VR may affect both of 
these OAFs.  No changes were made to OAF1 and OAF2 default values of 0% and 
0% respectively in this example. 
 

 

 

a. 
 

 

b. 
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a. 
 

 

b. 
Figure 6. – a. TIPSY variable retention dialog window, b. Stand description with no 
windthrow, c. Stand description with  windthrow, d. Merchantable volume over age 
without  and with  windthrow.   

 

4.4. TASS Windthrow Application 

 

A new TASS III graphical user interface (GUI, for MS-Windows) has been developed 
as a deliverable of the FSP project TASS III: Simulating the management, growth and 
yield of complex stands (FSP project Y061088).  The GUI allows access to TASS 
directly in the hands of users for the first time in its 40+ year history.  In addition, 
TASS extends its capabilities into the modelling of complex stands.  This includes a 
large degree of temporal and spatial individual tree modelling flexibility.  The GUI 
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provides a wide range of options for stand establishment, silvicultural treatment, 
windthrow, graphical and tabular output formatting.  Figure 6 (a to d) shows TASS 
outputs according to the following windthrow example. 

• First, a new stand of coastal Douglas-fir (site index 35), with a plot size of 100 
by 100 metres,  was planted with 1200 trees per hectare and grown until stand 
age 50 (Figure 7a) 

• A harvest patch of 40 by 40 metres was created inside the stand, then all the 
trees were selected to be removed to observe the windthrow effects on the 
remaining trees in the stand (Figure 7b) 

• A windthrow event was created by selecting the wind check option with a 
wind speed 50 m/s from the North direction (Figure 7c). After this option was 
run the program identified 15 trees per hectare (white dots) that will fail due to 
windthrow (Figure 7c). 

• Finally, Figure 7d shows the combined tree losses after three consecutive 
windthrow events (i.e. 15, 16 and 15 tree/ha respectively). The windthown 
trees were removed from the simulation creating gap as shown on the bottom 
portion of the image.   

 

a. 
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b. 
 

                c. 
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 d. 
Figure 7. TASS graphical user interface (GUI) with a windthrow example.  
a. Initial TASS dialog window output, b. Harvest patch on  the centre of the stand, c. 
Windthrow event dialog windows, d. Windthrow results after three consecutive 
windthrow event entries.    
 
 

5. Discussion 
 
TIPSY users should be aware that, as with any predictive model, there are important 
modelling assumptions that affect the accuracy of projections and their interpretation.  
The windthrow models are empirical and consequently, work best for situations very 
similar to those for which the model was fit. The windthrow models reflect the average 
outcome for similar stand edges or trees with particular sets of attributes. They 
incorporate damage that occurs within 10 years of harvesting and therefore reflect 
endemic windthrow from routinely occurring peak winds rather than catastrophic 
windthrow.  Harvesting strategies are evolving and the stand-level windthrow models are 
based primarily on clearcut systems. Additional tree and stand-level datasets are needed 
to fully develop and test models suitable for the full range of VR scenarios. Windthrow 
predictions should be used for evaluating potential outcomes and evaluating trade-offs 
with the recognition that actual local windthrow may vary substantially from the 
prediction. 
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After analyzing the database and deriving the empirical models it is expected that 
windthrow losses will increase with: 
 

•  topographic exposure 
•  elevation  
•  mean wind speed 
•  site index and stand height 
•  slenderness, higher height/diameter (H/D) ratios  
•  time since harvest 
•  opening size and boundary exposure  
•  density and stand uniformity  
•  decreasing retention levels  
•  smaller retention groups and dispersed trees  
•  narrower rectangular retention strips 

 
The operational version of TASS used to generate the TIPSY database assumes that the 
sun is always directly overhead and that shorter trees will not survive within the vertical 
canopy shadow of taller trees.  The adjustment factors (VRAFs) in TIPSY reduce the 
crown area of retained trees after windthrow.  Users who consider this effect too extreme 
may wish to reduce the crown area accordingly for dispersed retention in particular.   
 
TIPSY VRAFs are appropriate for single-species forests and assume that the retained 
stand is of the same species as the regenerated stand.  The VRAF in mixed-species stands 
is calculated for each species and the resulting single-species yields are pro-rated 
according to the species composition of the stand. 

TASS does not use VRAFs to account for windthrow losses.  Instead it uses the 
individual tree simulation results and ForestGALES to assess the trees that will fail after 
a windthrow regime is selected.  WINDFIRM is an intermediate program that links the 
two applications together.  This program uses the necessary input parameters such as gap 
width, individual tree stem and crown attributes, wind direction and speed to identify the 
trees that will fail due to windthrow.  These trees are identified in the tabular and 
graphical model outputs produced by TASS. 

 
6. Conclusions and Management Implications 
 
Windthrow can cause significant yield reductions especially after variable retention 
harvesting or in partially cut stands.  Forest managers need to develop management plans 
which account for expected levels of windthrow and the resulting impacts to growth and 
yield.  Stand growth models combined with empirical windthrow risk models allow 
predictions of stands that are representative of B.C. conditions and managed under a 
variety of scenarios.   
 
When creating management plans for VR harvesting systems, keep in mind that 
windthrow risk increases as retention levels decrease, and areas of high wind hazard and 
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exposure will have higher levels of damage.  Where probable windthrow impacts exceed 
acceptable levels, modifications should be considered for retention levels, cutblock 
boundary location, boundary design, and retention tree characteristics (e.g. topping or 
pruning).  Windthrow losses in aggregated retention systems can be reduced by 
increasing the size of the retained groups, and by selecting more stable group shapes (e.g. 
square or circular instead of rectangular strips).  Windthrow damage in dispersed 
retention systems can be reduced by selecting strongly tapered and flat topped trees, and 
in combination with aggregated retention where possible.  Modifications such as topping 
or pruning to increase wind firmness are not yet incorporated in the TIPSY calculations. 
 
The incorporation of windthrow empirical models into TIPSY provides a non-spatial 
stand level volume adjustment factors to account for windthrow losses.  TIPSY is 
distributed and supported by the Research Branch, B.C. Ministry of Forests and Range 
(http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hre/software/).  Users are encouraged to consult TIPSY’s 
online documentation and Help function, which provide answers to many common 
questions.  Software additional support information is available on the Research Branch 
Growth and Yield Modelling website http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hre/gymodels/
  
The linking of ForestGALES and TASS III provides a more spatial windthrow 
assessment at either the stand or individual tree level.  TASS III users will benefit with 
the incorporation of the mechanistic windthrow risk model ForesGALES, because unlike 
the empirical models, mechanistic models enable users to test and compare alternative 
cutblock design scenarios at the individual tree level.  The linking of these models allows 
the calculation of the critical wind speed needed to overturn or break trees within or on 
the edge of uniform-canopied stands, with or without thinning, and the probability of this 
wind speed occurring at a specific location.   
 
In addition, TASS III now is capable to model complex species and a great variety of 
variable retention scenarios.  Full interactive user control throughout a simulation run 
provides temporal flexibility, and the ability to define multiple regions within the overall 
simulation plot provides spatial flexibility.  TASS III is available on request to the Stand 
Development Modelling Group, Research Branch, B.C. Ministry of Forests and Range. 
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Appendix 1.  Range of values for stand-level empirical windthrow models 
 
Aggregated Retention       
Minimum values by 
location       
location n cbrgp mwspeed direx topex2000 elevation logtime topht 
McG 5334 0 3 0 -39 607 0 12
NIT 5346 0 3 0 -27 65 0 15
QCI 5373 0 4 0 -72 6 0 12
Tem 5329 0 2 0 -12 803 0 12
WIT 5315 0 2 0 -75 21 0 14
Lemon 5338 0 2 0 -44 541 0 10
Coast 16034 0 2 0 -75 6 0 12
Interior 16001 0 2 0 -44 541 0 10
Province 32035 0 2 0 -75 6 0 10
         
Maximum values by 
location       
location n cbrgp mwspeed direx topex2000 elevation logtime topht 
McG 5334 180 6 8 123 1201 10 42
NIT 5346 180 8 7 213 1185 10 78
QCI 5373 180 9 8 196 677 10 62
Tem 5329 180 6 7 162 2014 10 43
WIT 5315 180 7 7 237 1093 10 65
Lemon 5338 180 6 8 208 2019 10 43
Coast 16034 180 9 8 237 1185 10 78
Interior 16001 180 6 8 208 2019 10 43
Province 32035 180 9 8 237 2019 10 78
         
Mean values by location      
location n cbrgp mwspeed direx topex2000 elevation logtime topht 
McG 5334 89 4.1 4 23 809 4 29
NIT 5346 88 4.3 4 80 515 3 49
QCI 5373 89 5.7 4 46 185 4 36
Tem 5329 91 3.4 3 56 1438 4 26
WIT 5315 91 4.6 3 86 426 5 44
Lemon 5338 91 3.5 3 92 1369 5 28
Coast 16034 89 5 4 71 375 4 43
Interior 16001 90 4 3 57 1205 4 28
Province 32035 90 4 4 64 790 4 35
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Appendix 2. Coefficients for stand-level empirical windthrow models 
 

Location n Intercept cbrgp mwspeed direx topex2000 elevation logtime topht 
McG 5334 -4.411 0.00851 0.5596 0.3144 -0.011 -0.00369 0.0422 0.0492 
NIT 5346 -6.7569 0.00964 0.5085 0.2358 -0.00242 0 0.059 0.0157 
QCI 5373 -5.1443 0.00903 0.1942 0.1112 -0.00268 0 0.1322 0.0295 
Tem 5329 -10.9368 0.00626 -0.2576 0.2465 0.0109 0.00228 0.1571 0.088 
WIT 5315 -5.9113 0.00893 0.3682 0.3326 -0.0073 -0.0008 0.1583 0.0265 
Lemon 5338 -9.7716 0.02 0 0 -0.00852 0.00295 0 0.0335 
Coast 16034 -5.9034 0.00917 0.3175 0.1756 -0.00402 -0.00026 0.1484 0.0267 
Interior 16001 -6.3604 0.00948 0.353 0.1992 -0.0114 -0.00055 0.1063 0.0577 
Province 32035 -6.0006 0.00929 0.3294 0.1862 -0.00614 -0.00045 0.1385 0.0326 

 
Note: these models calculate the logit; convert to probability using the formula    
exp(logit)/(1+exp(logit)) 
 
 
Appendix 3. Average crown loss (CL) and area loss (AL) values for stand-level 
empirical windthrow models 
 

location 

Crown 
loss 
(CL) 

Area 
Loss 
(AL) CL*AL 

McG 0.44 0.75 0.33
NIT 0.36 0.78 0.28
QCI 0.33 0.57 0.19
Tem 0.40 0.80 0.32
WIT 0.51 0.88 0.45
Lemon 0.40 0.80 0.32
Coast 0.40 0.74 0.31
Interior 0.41 0.78 0.32
Province 0.41 0.76 0.31
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